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Abstract

where data can be gathered and exchanged in a multidomain, heterogeneous, federated manner. perfSONAR
is targeting a wide range of use cases. For example
current use cases include: collection and publication of
latency data, collection and publication of achievable
bandwidth results, publication of utilization data, publication of network topology data, diagnosing performance issues, and several others. While perfSONAR is
currently focused on publication of network metrics, it
is designed to be flexible enough to handle new metrics
from technologies such as middleware or host monitoring.
We envision a number of future, higher-level services
that will use the perfSONAR data in interesting ways. For
example, data transfer middleware could use perfSONAR
to locate the best replica/copy of a file to request, or to
help determine the optimal network protocol to use for
a given link. Network engineers could use perfSONAR
to help automate the detection of large bulk data flows
that may require special handling, such as tagging the
flow as high- or low-priority, depending on its source or
destination. Finally, network researchers will find perfSONAR-enabled networks a convenient source of performance and topology information.
A focus of the perfSONAR project has been to define standard schemas and data models for network
performance information. Development of actual, interoperable implementations has followed the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) spirit of multiple
working interoperable implementations. There are at
least 10 different organizations producing perfSONARcompliant software implementations at this time. The
work described in this paper is focused around a collection of perfSONAR services called perfSONAR-PS,
which is open source and available for download at
http://www.perfsonar.net/download.html.
Previous papers on perfSONAR have described the
original overall architecture[10], the data model and
schemata [38], and the perfSONAR Lookup Service [35],
which is used to locate perfSONAR services of interest.
Drafts of network monitoring schema description docu-

perfSONAR is a web services-based infrastructure for
collecting and publishing network performance monitoring. A primary goal of perfSONAR is making it easier to
solve end-to-end performance problems on paths crossing several networks. It contains a set of services delivering performance measurements in a federated environment. These services act as an intermediate layer, between the performance measurement tools and the diagnostic or visualization applications. This layer is aimed
at making and exchanging performance measurements
across multiple networks and multiple user communities,
using well-defined protocols. This paper summarizes the
key perfSONAR components, and describes how they are
deployed by the US-LHC community to monitor the networks distributing LHC data from CERN. All monitoring data described herein is publicly available, and we
hope the availability of this data via a standard schema
will inspire others to contribute to the effort by building
network data analysis applications that use perfSONAR
services.

1 Introduction
perfSONAR is a framework that enables network performance information to be gathered and exchanged in
a multi-domain, federated environment. The goal of
perfSONAR is to enable ubiquitous gathering and sharing of this performance information to simplify management of advanced networks, facilitate cross-domain troubleshooting and to allow next-generation applications to
tailor their execution to the state of the network. This
system has been designed to accommodate easy extensibility for new network metrics and to facilitate the automatic processing of these metrics as much as possible.
perfSONAR is a joint project started by several national R&E networks and other interested partners. The
complete set of participants is available from the perfSONAR web site[25]. The aim of this project is to create an interoperable network measurements framework
1

Archipelago) dod not overcome is related to their centralized model of the data collection and processing. It
has proven hard to maintain long-term community interest (and funding) for these systems, and hard to motivate
administrators of the remote monitoring probes to keep
them running. Moreover, none of these different monitoring frameworks published API’s to allow them to be
interoperable. Since perfSONAR is based on Web Services and standard schemas under development by the
Open Grid Forum, it is relatively easy to write interoperable services and clients.
As perfSONAR is based on WS-I complaint interoperable Web Services, it has aspects in common with Grid
software such as the Globus Monitoring and Discovery
System (MDS)[7], which is able to summarize resources
and federate with related monitors.
In a paper presented at PAM2008, Allman et. al. described a ”Community-Oriented” network monitoring architecture [1] that has much in common with the perfSONAR architecture first presented at ICSOC 2005 [10].
A key difference between the system they outlined is that
their lookup service is based on OpenDHT, while perfSONAR is based on a hierarchical distributed service with
redundant top level servers.

ments used by perfSONAR are currently being discussed
by the Open Grid Forum ([32], [36], and [37]).
The topic of this paper is the large-scale deployment
of perfSONAR for a single community, how it has been
used thus far, and how it is intended be used in the future.
The contribution of this paper is to demonstrate that the
perfSONAR approach is real, practical and useful. We
also hope to inspire others to contribute to the effort by
building network-aware middleware and analysis applications on top of perfSONAR.

1.1 LHC Use of perfSONAR
Much of the initial perfSONAR deployment effort targetted the immediate needs of the Large Hadron Collider
(LHC) community. The LHC, located at CERN near
Geneva Switzerland, will soon be generating about 100
Terabytes of data per day. The LHC data distribution
model is a multi-tiered where data source is called “Tier0” and the first level processing and storage is called
“Tier-1.” There are 11 Tier-1 sites; each site is expected
to handle and store about one Petabyte of raw data per
month. The 140 “Tier-2” sites are based at research universities and other scientific facilities and will play the
major role in data analysis. There will be continuous exchange of high volumes of physics data between various
Tier-1 and Tier-2 centers because Tier-1 centers are playing a ”data-hub” role and data will be replicated among
several Tier-1 sites. The expected wide area data rates
into and out of the Tier-1 sites will be at least 20 Gbps,
so this traffic will be segregated from the general Internet
whenever possible, and the ability to collect both active
and passive monitoring data is important. Although network circuits between Tier-0 and Tier-1 sites are built on
a very well provisioned private optical network, called
LHCOPN [16], the mesh of network connections between Tier-1 and Tier-2 sites might have frequent problems with connectivity and data transfer performance.
To make it easy for LHC sites to deploy, we have
packaged perfSONAR-PS tools in a Knoppix-based [14]
bootable CD, called the pS-NPToolkit. Sites only need
to insert the pS-NPToolkit CD, boot up the host, and answer a few configuration questions to have an operational
measurement point.

3 perfSONAR-PS components
In this section, we briefly describe the applications
and services that make up the perfSONAR-capable pSNPToolkit, as deployed for monitoring LHC-related networks. The core components of the perfSONAR architecture used in the current pS-NPToolkit are the
data producers (Measurement Point (MP) and Measurement Archive (MA) services), data consumers (Analysis
clients), and discovery (Information Services (IS)). The
MPs and MAs are responsible for exposing performance
metrics, and, in the MA case, in potentially accepting
metrics for later retrieval. The IS is responsible for helping clients find available services and even finding relationships between specific network topology elements.

3.1 Information Service
The perfSONAR Information Service (IS) is used for service registration, service discovery, data discovery, and
network topology representation. These services were
previously separated into a Lookup Service (LS) and a
Topology Service (TS), but those systems overlap significantly in some cases. The query syntax of the two is
essentially the same, and the infrastructure used to support local registration and global discovery is common as
well, so these were merged into a single IS.
The discovery function of the IS involves accepting
registration information from perfSONAR services. As
each component updates its information, other components and clients may locate these deployed services via

2 Related Work
The idea of deploying a global network monitoring system is not new. Several research and community based
projects were trying to achieve some level of coverage
of this topic in the past. Among them were AMP [21],
RIPE [27], NIMI [24], PingER [20], Surveyor [13], Skitter [11], Archipelago [2] and others. Each project was
trying to cover as much Internet space as possible. A
major challenge that these projects (except the current
2

3.3 Measurement Tools

queries. All service descriptions and network metrics,
(both actual data and descriptions of the types of data
an MP may collect) are defined using XML schema and
encoded in XML.
The topology service functionality within the IS stores
a representation of the elements of the network topology. This is used for pathfinding, representing relationships between elements about which performance
data has been gathered, and to make decisions about
topologically-appropriate network services. The data in
the topology service is typically a translation of existing
network topology information extracted from a domains
network management, configuration management or inventory control systems. The perfSONAR IS provides a
standard way to publish this topology information.
Local IS instances accept XML-based information and
make it available via XQuery-based queries. These local instances must facilitate discovery of what information sets are contained, but at the same time must
constrain the volume of information that is propagated.
To address this, IS instances compute “summaries” and
register these summaries with higher-level IS instances.
Where a local IS instance would have complete information about the data in a given MA, the summarized information would contain information saying “I have metric
X for some interfaces in network W.X.Y.Z/24.” These
summaries can be further summarized to the higher levels of the hierarchy.
When an entity launches a query to perfSONAR, it can
first engage in a “discovery phase” during which candidate IS instances are identified, then it can query the
set of candidate IS instances for the desired information.
Architecturally, there can be multiple levels in the hierarchy, but the currently-deployed software only supports
2 levels: a local and global scope. Additionally, services
can be configured to register with multiple IS instances
for redundancy.

The pS-NPToolkit contains a collection of tools for collecting passive and active measurements. The specific
tools were selected based on two criteria. One, they provide the specific metrics LHC Network administrators
determined they needed for monitoring[15]; and, two,
they have been extended, in some way, to integrate with
the perfSONAR infrastructure.

3.3.1 SNMP
Passive interface statistics delivered via SNMP [6] are
a common, non-intrusive health indication of the network. Metrics, such as utilization, errors, and discards at
both the octet and packet level, can be especially important when detecting performance and related problems.
The pS-NPToolkit incorporates a Cacti [4] instance that
can be configured to collect these interface metrics using
web-menus. The resulting Cacti round-robin database
[28] of metrics is then published using a perfSONAR MA
interface.

3.3.2 PingER
ping-based monitoring is frequently used by many wide
area network monitoring projects. ping monitoring is
particularly useful because it is lightweight and only requires ICMP traffic to be allowed through a firewall. The
perfSONAR PingER-MA supports the same set of measured metrics as the PingER project [20], but is built on
a completely new code base that integrates perfSONAR
functionality. The perfSONAR PingER-MA is configurable using a web-based GUI and utilizes the perfSONAR IS to find other existing measurement nodes to
which to run tests. PingER includes a perfSONAR MA
interface for publishing the end-to-end connectivity metrics.

3.2 Diagnostic Tools
A couple of high-level user network diagnostic tools,
NDT and NPAD, are provided on the pS-NPToolkit. NDT
[5] allows end users to test the network path for a limited
number of common problems, such as inadequate TCP
buffer sizes and duplex mismatches. NDT attempts to
determine what kind of performance the user should expect, and what the current limiting factor is. NPAD [19]
allows end-users to test limited portions of the network
path and attempts to determine if there are issues that
would adversely effect longer paths. The user provides a
target data rate and round-trip-time (RTT) and NPAD attempts to determine if that should be possible, given the
infrastructure on that limited portion of the path. Both
NDT and NPAD are registered with the perfSONAR IS
so that they can be easily located.

3.3.3 OWAMP and perfSONAR-BUOY
owamp[23] is an implementation of RFC 4656[30] and
is used to run active tests to collect one-way latency and
other related metrics such as loss and delay variation.
One-way latencies are useful for isolating the direction of
performance issues and can also be used to look for routing problems as well as interface queueing. perfSONARBUOY is a perfSONAR service that can be used to define
sparse sets of active measurements to be performed and
archived. The web-based configuration GUI utilizes the
IS to find owamp test peers, again allowing user-specified
affinities. perfSONAR-BUOY then exposes the owamp
data using a perfSONAR MA interface.
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3.3.4 BWCTL and perfSONAR-BUOY
bwctl[3] is a tool that adds distributed scheduling and
policy capabilities to the well known Iperf[12] throughput testing tool. This allows ad-hoc throughput tests to
occur on the same host as regular measurements without
worry of overlapping tests skewing the results.
For the LHC project, deployments will run regular
TCP throughput tests. By default a 30 second test is run
every 2 hours.The archived achievable throughput metrics are useful to the LHC participants as a way to set
expectations. If the LHC data transfers are not performing similarly to the regular throughput tests, then further
analysis is warranted.
As in the owamp case, perfSONAR-BUOY is used to
configure the set of active throughput tests using bwctl
in addition to making the archived metrics available
through the perfSONAR MA interface.

Figure 1: achievable bandwidth before and after fixing
router problem

4.1 In-Depth Example
The US Atlas project installed perfSONAR measurement
servers at a number of sites, and configured bwctl to
run tests every few hours. After a couple days they noticed that for the path from the University of Michigan
to Brookhaven National Laboratory, performance varied
from 50-80 Mbps, where expectations were that this path
should be capable of supporting 800 Mbps flows. The
path traversed 4 networks: ESnet, Internet2, BNL, and
UMich; any of which might have been the source of the
trouble.
Luckily there are several perfSONAR measurement
hosts along the path, so it was easy to eliminate potential sources of trouble. Regular tests from bnl-pt1.es.net
(Brookhaven) to chic-pt1.es.net (Chicago) showed no
problems. bnl-pt1.es.net to lhcmon.bnl.gov also showed
no problems. However psum02.aglt2.org (Michigan) to
chic-pt1.es.net showed that something was wrong with
this segment of the path.
This problem was not an easy one to find. There were
no error counters incrementing for this. It turns out that
the Cisco Express Forwarding had an IPv4 fault status,
probably due to a routing table overflow. A hard reset of
this switch fixed the problem, and performance went to
900 Mbps, as shown in Figure 1.

4 Experimental Results
As of this writing, the full-scale deployment of perfSONAR in the LHC community is underway. To see a list
of currently active public perfSONAR tools and services,
go to http://www.perfsonar.net/activeServices.html. As
of June 1, 2009, there were around 200 hosts running
perfSONAR services in 6 countries from which anyone
can request data.
Our experience is that on almost all of the paths where
perfSONAR has been deployed, perfSONAR has revealed previously undetected significant bandwidth limiting problems, many of which were relatively easily resolved after being identified. These are all in the category
of ”soft failures”, where the network is up, but throuphput on the path is 3-10x slower than expected.
In our experience the Internet is rife with such soft
failures. The networking community is good at detecting hard failures, but not good at detecting soft failures.
perfSONAR (specifically bwctl and regular bwctl testing managed by and results published using perfSONARBOUY) is very good at detecting soft failures. It is still
difficult to pin-point the exact cause of these failures, but
the more measurement points there are, the easier locating the problem becomes.
Here are some examples of the types of soft failure that
we have discovered only after bringing up a perfSONARbased measurement host and collecting a few days worth
of active measurement data: multiple cases of bad fibers;
port-forwarding filter overloading a router and causing
packet drops; under-powered firewalls; router output
buffer tuning needed; previously un-noticed asymmetric
routing causing poor performance; under-powered host
(in this case we doubled the throughput by configuring
the host to use jumbo frames).

4.2 Other Uses of perfSONAR
A simple example of what is possible today is the ability
to answer the question: “Give me all the network monitoring data along the path from Host A at Fermi National Lab (FNAL), a Tier-1 site, and Host B at the University of Michigan, a Tier-2 site.” This network path
crosses four network domains (FNAL, ESnet, Internet2,
and U Mich), all of which are publishing SNMP data via
a perfSONAR MA. There are perfSONAR MP’s on every
network segment collecting regular latency measurement
using PingER, and achievable bandwidth [18] measurements, using iperf.
Using perfSONAR’s Information Service, one can easily determine all available data related to the network
path from Host A at FNAL to Host B at UMich. For
example, if an LHC user wanted to know what the typ4

faces along a path is available at: http://stats1.es.net/cgibin/perfsonar-trace.cgi. There are also command line
tools that allow one to query for raw data, as was used
to collect data for some of the plots in this paper.

5 Future Work

Figure 2: 8-hour history of achievable bandwidth

The perfSONAR architecture enables a large number of
opportunities for higher-level services and functionality.
Current and planned uses for perfSONAR services for
the LHC community include:
• monitoring link-by-link status of network circuits to
provide general health and performance metrics
• using published topology to implement path-finding
algorithms
• locating Inter-Domain Controllers for dynamic circuits
• notification services (e.g. generate an alarm whenever link utilization goes above 90% )
• publishing of middleware and application log data
Figure 3: Example comparison of multiple metrics

• publishing of flow-related passive network data
(e.g. note specific patterns which could indicate an
event such as an intrusion)

ical achievable bandwidth was from FNAL to UMich,
they can query the perfSONAR-BUOY MA at FNAL
for recent iperf results, as shown in Figure 2 . This
type of data greatly helps set performance expectations
for users, allowing users to know what rates are possible on any given path. For example, a team of folks
from the National Energy Research Supercomputer center (NERSC) in Oakland, CA and from Oak Ridge National Lab (ORNL) used results collected by perfSONAR
to help with target rates for HPSS to HPSS storage systems transfers between the two sites [8].
If one wanted to look to see if cross traffic was affecting achievable throughput on a given path, they could
query for all SNMP data along the path, and compare it
with achievable bandwidth and latency data, as shown in
Figure 3. This plot shows both ping and iperf results for
an 8 hour window on the network path from FNAL to
UMich. Note the latency spikes around 11:30 that are
clearly related to the traffic spike on the UMich router
during that same time.
This is a very simple example of the types of
analysis that is enabled by wide deployment of perfSONAR services. A few prototype visualization and
analysis tools have been written such as GMAPS
(http://packrat.internet2.edu:8008/), which provides a
Google Maps interface to locate perfSONAR data, and
perfsonarUI [26], which provides a large number of ways
to view various types of perfSONAR published data. Another very useful tool is the ESnet traceroute visualization tool that plots network utilization for all router inter-

As more perfSONAR hosts are deployed, we have
quickly discovered the need for better scoping abilities in
the IS user interfaces. For example, the query “show me
all LHC-related bwctl services” currently returns a rather
unwieldy list of URLs. Users will need to be given good
ways to sort and group related services, perhaps based
on administrative domains or geography. Scoping information can be represented in the IS schemas, but has not
been used much yet. Growth in perfSONAR deployments
will begin to require this use in practice.
Additionally, there is the potential for client applications to utilize perfSONAR published performance data
to modify application behavior. For the specific LHC use
case, the performance data might allow a client application to determine which copy of a remote dataset can be
retrieved fastest.

6 Security Considerations
Authentication and authorization will be critical for expanding perfSONAR usage. The US LHC sites will be
using perfSONAR to make available data that their community policy has determined to be public. However, we
are working with several groups that want to use perfSONAR to publish summaries of flow records, but only
to a select group of network engineers. Other networks
are reluctant to publish network utilization data, and network topology data is almost always deemed sensitive.
5

For the perfSONAR components to be generally
useful, they must integrate with existing authentication and authorization deployments. The wide-variety
of existing SAML[29] based mechanisms such as
[22][17][33][31][34] used in the R&E community led
the perfSONAR group to work with the eduGAIN[9]
developers to define mechanisms for bridging authentication and authorization requests from perfSONAR
to the SAML-based infrastructures. The perfSONAR
architecture therefore includes an authentication and
authorization-related service (AS), which is used by the
other perfSONAR services. The AS enables domains to
centralize their authentication and authorization interactions. Other perfSONAR services interact with the AS,
which then is responsible for communicating with the
specific authentication and authorization architectures in
use by the domain. This solution requires domains to
federate their authentication mechanisms to work. Because federated authentication and authorization architectures are still relatively immature, perfSONAR developers isolated these issues to the AS service, which
can more easily be modified without causing excessive
changes to the rest of the perfSONAR architecture.
Even without authentication there are a number of protections in place on the US-ATLAS deployment. The
owamp and bwctl tools both give sites rudimentary control over who can request tests, what kinds of tests they
can request, and how much network resources they can
consume. Tools like TCP wrappers and firewalls can also
be used to restrict access to the perfSONAR services.
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